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1. Many-body quantum physics: Orbital Kondo 

resonance on Cr(001) surface

2. Topology and geometry matters: Berry phase 

manifestation in Friedel oscillations at 

graphene surface

3. Complexity of magnetic patterns and self-

induced spin-glass state: Spin-polarized STM 

in Nd

Focus on interplay of theory and experiments



Epigraph
Whether you can observe a thing or not

depends on the theory which you use. 

It is theory which decides what can be observed.

(A. Einstein)

STM image and crystal structure of 

graphite (thesis L. Scifo) 
https://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-00196927

STM image of graphite

(E. Andrei et al, Rep. Prog.

Phys. 75 (2012) 056501)

You see triangular lattice for graphite and

honeycomb lattice for graphene



I. Kondo effect: Many-body 

physics in metals

⚫ 1933 van den Berg: exp.

⚫ 1964 Jun Kondo: theory

Started as a minor problem: Resistivity minimum



Kondo effect: theory
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Kondo-resonance
Spin-flip scattering

Kondo-coherence



Periodic Anderson Model

⚫ PAM vs. SIAM

⚫ Wilson NRG

Th. Pruschke, R. Bulla and M. Jarrell, PRB 2000
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Kondo temperature 

exponentially

depends on parameters:

TK can varied from 0.1 K 

till 1000 K



Quantum Dots

L. Kouwenhoven and L. Glazman, Physics World, Jan. 2001



STM: impurity Kondo (M. Crommie)

⚫ Fano STM resonance ⚫ Single Co atom on Au



Kondo coherence: Co atom on Au

⚫ M. Crommie:               

⚫ The Kondo 

resonance is fall 

off over a 

distance of 

about 10 A



Recent criticism of interpretation

Still many-body physics, still 

spin flip processes but perturbative;

the key role of spin-orbit coupling

and magnetic anisotropy

No real contractiction I believe since

the unified description is possible

Spins are not free but still

some remnats of Kondo

physics survive



Quantum mirage (D. Eigler, IBM)

⚫ 48 Co atoms on 

Cu(111) 

confined in the 

quantum corrals 

plus one extra 

Co atom



Orbital Kondo resonance?

Atomically

clean 

surface

Suppressed near

terrace edge (breaks

degeneracy between

xy and xz states

Disappeared at high

temperature



STM: orbital character

⚫ Friedel oscilations away from peak

⚫ Two degenerate surface states at the 
resonance: xz and yz



Orbital Kondo Effect

⚫ Periodic 

degenerate 

Anderson model

⚫ Position of d-levels 

from FM-surface 

Cr(001) calculation

⚫ U=1.2 eV J=0.4 eV

⚫ Two-orbital DMFT 

with ED-method
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Formation of orbital Kondo resonance

⚫ STM-Kondo peak

⚫ Protected xz-yz
degeneracy on 
Cr(001) surface
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degenerate PAM in DMFT



Kondo resonance for orbitally 

degenerate system

Double degenerate Anderson 

model, quarter filled

NRG results

(Zhuravlev, Irkhin, MIK,

Lichtenstein, PRL 2004) 

Effect of magnetic field on the

Kondo resonance

Friedel sum rule: the resonance should be shifted from EF



Further studies

There is pure band surface state of dz
2 character but…

Huge T-dependence

Low-T data:

good agreement 

with us

Alternative explanation:

polaronic effect?!

Strong spin-orbit

coupling is required

How real is it?



Checking polaronic hypothesis

T-dependence of peak width We need at least

Real values of lambda are several

times too weak to explain observed

temperature dependence



First principles DFT+DMFT 

calculations

- Correlation effects are crucially 

important;

- dz
2 peak is dominant near EF at

relatively large energy scales;

- energy resolution of the existing

solvers is not sufficient to describe

ab initio Kondo orbital physics



II. Graphene

Allotropes of carbon

Diamond Graphite Fullerenes Nanotubes
Graphene

Mother of all

graphitic forms

Honeycomb lattice



Massless Dirac fermions

sp2 hybridization, π bands crossing

the neutrality  point 
Neglecting intervalley scattering:

massless Dirac fermions

Symmetry protected (T and I)
Massless relativistic

particles (light cones)



Massless Dirac fermions II

Spectrum near K (K’) points is linear. 

Conical cross-points: provided by 

symmetry and thus robust property

Undoped Electron Hole



Massless Dirac fermions III
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If Umklapp-processes K-K’ are neglected:

2D Dirac massless fermions with the Hamiltonian

“Spin indices’’ label sublattices A and B

rather than real spin (pseudospin)



Bilayer graphene – TB description

(neglecting γ3)

Gapless, parabolic Electric field perp. layers



Bilayer graphene II

Trigonal warping, many-body effects and spectrum 

reconstruction at small energies

Single-particle Hamiltonian:



Berry phase and winding number in 

graphene

For two-band Hamiltonian

Single-layer graphene

Bilayer graphene

Rhombohedral N-layer



Berry phase and winding number in 

graphene II

More accurate language: Winding number (what

happens with pseudospin vector at full rotation)



Berry phase and winding number in 

graphene III
In bilayer graphene winding number is topologically protected

Without trigonal warping With trigonal warping With nematic order

In all cases N=2

Distribution of Berry

vector potential:

1 + 1 + 1 – 1 =2



Berry phase and winding number in 

graphene IV

Semiclassical quantization condition 

in magnetic field

For 

(n integer, including zero)



Berry phase and winding number in 

graphene V
Consequences: zero-energy Landau level (topologically 

protected by Atiyah-Singer index theorem)

E =0N =0

N =2

Single-layer: half-integer quantization since 

zero-energy Landau level is equally shared by 

electrons and holes (Novoselov et al 2005, 

Zhang et al 2005)



Manifestations of Berry phase in STM

Intervalley transitions

are crucially important

for K and K’ 

Dirac wave functions

Berry phase 

Opposite signs for different valleys!



Berry phase in STM II
Rhombohedral N-layer graphene

Berry phases

To induce intervalley transitions one need

atomically sharp defects (vacancy, H adatom…)

Optimized atomic structure

Yazyev & Helm, Phys. Rev.

B 2007



Berry phase in STM III

Friedel oscillations (local perturbation, onsite only)

Parameters for H adatoms

(or CH3 , C2H5 etc. group )

Ab initio parameters

infinite local repulsion
and



Berry phase in STM IV
Analytic expressions

Nimerical results



Berry phase in STM V
Analysis in k-space (Fourier transform of total 

density)



Berry phase in STM: Experiment



Wavetrain dislocations

Suggested for sound waves; claimed to be non-observable

for quantum waves – interference between two valleys make

them observable

Raw image (right) Fourier

filtered to separate intervalley

contribution only; wave train

dislocations areclearly visible

Two dislocations are visible

on the panel b



Wavetrain dislocations II

Theoretical density modulation: Fourier

transform of

Hydrogen atom in sublattice A

Observation of dislocations visualize winding number



III. Self-induced spin glass state

The problem: Origin of complexity

Schrödinger: life substance is “aperiodic crystal”

Intuitive feeling: crystals are simple, biological 

structures are complex

Crystals Biomolecules Organells



Complexity (“patterns”) in inorganic world

Stripe domains in ferromagnetic thin

films

Stripes on a beach in tide zone

Do we understand this? No, or, at least, not completely

Microstructures in metals

and alloys

Pearlitic

structure

in rail steel

(Sci Rep 9,

7454 (2019))



Magnetic patterns

Example: strip domains in thin ferromagnetic films



Magnetic patterns II



Magnetic patterns III

Competition of exchange interactions (want homogeneous

ferromagnetic state) and magnetic dipole-dipole interations

(want total magnetization equal to zero)



Competing interactions and self-induced 

spin glasses
Special class of patterns: “chaotic” patterns

Hypothesis: a system wants to be 

modulated but cannot decide in which

direction



Self-induced spin glasses II

Development of idea of stripe glass, J. Schmalian and P. G. Wolynes, PRL 2000

Glass: a system with an energy landscape characterizing by 

infinitely many local minima, with a broad distribution of barriers,

relaxation at “any”  time scale and aging (at thermal cycling you

never go back to exactly the same state) 

Picture from P. Charbonneau et al,

Intermediate state between

equilibrium and non-equilibrium,

opportunity for history and 

memory



Self-induced spin glasses III

One of the ways to describe: R. Monasson, PRL 75, 2847 (1995)

The second term describes attraction of our physical field 

to some external field 

If the system an be glued, with infinitely small interaction g, to macroscopically

large number of configurations it should be considered as a glass

Then we calculate and see whether the limits 

and are different

If yes, this is self-induced glass
No disorder is needed (contrary to

traditional view on spin glasses)



Self-induced spin glasses IV

Self-consistent screening approximation for spin propagators 



Self-induced spin glasses V

Phase diagram q-dependence of normal

and anomalous (“glassy”,  non-

ergodic spin-spin correlators

Maximum at



Self-induced spin glasses VI

Maximal simplification

(Brazovskii model)

Spin-glass state exists!



Experimental observation of self-induced

spin glass state: elemental Nd 

Spin-polarized STM experiment, Radboud University



Magnetic structure: no long-range 

order

T: 1.3K

B: 0TCr bulk tip

✔Short-range non-

collinear order

✖Long-range order





Ab initio: magnetic interactions in bulk Nd

⚫ Dhcp structure drives competing AFM interactions

⚫ Frustrated magnetism

Method: magnetic force theorem (Lichtenstein, Katsnelson, Antropov, Gubanov

JMMM 1987)

Calculations: Uppsala team (Olle Eriksson group)



Ab initio bulk Nd: energy landscape

⚫ E(Q) landscape features flat valleys along high 

symmetry directions

See A. Principi, M.I. Katsnelson, 

PRB/PRL (2016)/(2017)



Spin-glass state in Nd: spin dynamics

Atomistic spin dynamics

simulations

To compare: the same for prototype

disordered spin-glass Cu-Mn

B. Skubic et al, PRB 79, 024411 (2009) 

Typically spin-glass

behavior



Further development

arXiv:2109.04815

Glassy state at low T

and long-range order

at T increase

T=5K (a,c): spin glass

T=11K(b,d): (noncollinear) AFM

https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.04815


Further development II

Phase transition at approx. 8K (seen via “complexity” 

measures)



Further development III

Theory: Atomistic simulations



To conclude

STM + theory: powerful tools do study the main

Problems of contemporary physics:

- many-body effects

- topological properties

- pattern formation and origin for complexity

Many thanks to all collaborators (too many to

be all named here) and many thanks for you 

attention


